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When do you do your reading?  

In the evenings mainly, but whenever I can! 

 

What is your favourite book ? 

I have lots! I absolutely loved The Secret Garden by Frances Hodgson Burnett because it’s 

such a beautiful story of friendship, hope and transformation and I just find that in  

reading it I am completely transported to another place. The garden and the setting are  

described so magically.  

Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck is another all-time favourite. I read it 

for my GCSE and loved it then and have re-read it quite recently and loved 

it even more. Again, the descriptions of the setting are amazing and the 

tension throughout the whole thing it high even though it’s largely just 

conversations between different characters. I think it says a lot about the 

human character and has a lot of life lessons which cause the reader to  

reflect.  

Redeeming Love by Francine Rivers is another of my favourites, it really 

carefully shows what it’s like to live with a faith with strong principles and 

what it means to love someone unconditionally.  

I’ve recently read Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine by Gail Honeyman 

and thought it was wonderful. I was so invested in the character of Eleanor particularly 

when she said that intended to go buy alphabetti spaghetti but on impulse bought spa-

ghetti hoops. I can relate to that!  

What are you currently reading?  

The Color Purple by Alice Walker 

Any advice for young people re reading habits?  

There are so many books out there, you will find ones you love. I have friends who 

have started getting into reading now and they wished they’d started earlier. Read 

books that are recommended to you by others, this way you get to read lots of 

different types of books and ones you wouldn’t ordinarily pick yourself but which 

still might be amazing! Also, join a book group, it’s (one of) the best decisions I’ve 

made! 


